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CHAPTER I

SETTING 'THE PROBLEM

The Problem

G-eneral Statement

For many years bronchial asthma has been a controver-

sial subject of considerable interest. There is scarcely

any other disease for which such a number and diversity of

factors have been held responsible. Asthma has been etlo-

logically classified into two types: extrinsic and intrinsic.

Extrinsic asthma includes those patients that are hyper-

sensitive to a foreign substance in their environment and

will manifest asthma upon exposure to it. Intrinsic asthma

includes those cases in which the cause of the difficulty

lies vTlthin the body itself, and includes cases of sensi-

tization from an antecedent bacterial infection, a focal

infection, endocrine distiirbance and physical allergy. It

is felt that some of the cases, which have heretofore been

ascribed to intrinsic allergy, are largely caused by psycho-

somatic factors.

Specific Problems

It is the pxarpose of this paper to assemble data show-

ing:

(l) the emotional components of the asthmatic
patient,
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(2) the relationship "between the Incidence of
personality disttirbance and asthmatic attacks,
and other psychosomatic complaints,

(3) to set forth factors to be considered in
counseling the asthmatic and other in-
dividuals with emotional disorders, and

(^) to indicate the relationship betvreen psycho-
somatic Illness and the obligation of our
schools to assist in educating the emotions
as well as the minds of our children.

Delimitations
,

This study is to deal comprehensively only with asthma

and its emotional components. It v^ill be limited to cases

observed at Bay Pines Hospital,

Basic Assumptions

1, There is still much to be learned about the rela-

tion between the mind and body,

2, Many medical men realize the emotional implica-

tion of asthma and other psychosomatic complaints,

3, Early treatment by methods now known can save many

from becoming chronic invalids,

Basic Hypotheses

As a result of a preliminary survey and the reading of

current literature several hypotheses may now be advanced.

These hypotheses are to be used as a basis in the search for

new tiniths,

1, The administrators of our medica^l schools and
hospitals are becoming increasingly aware of
the relationship between personality disturb-
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anoe and certain Illnesses and allergies and
are Including more and more courses in psy-
chi3,try in the curriculum.

2, The tendency of certain types of personali-
ties to acquire certain types of illnesses
has been observed since Hippocrates, but it
shoiLLd be applied to any given individual
only with reservations,

3« Some day our schools may realize the intro-
duction of courses devoted to psychosomatic
studies and hiiman relations; pupils will be
taiight to control their emotions as they mind
their bodies.

The Need for the Study

Some medical men have long been aware of the relation-

ship betv/een the emotions and certain types of illnesses.

The fimd of knovxledge and experience about the personality

and hov; it functions is increasing daily. More and more

physicians are becoming aware of the relationship between

the body and the mind. From this realization psychosomatic

medicine has developed. The belief that the patient should

be trea.ted as a whole goes back to the time of our primitive

ancestors when the witch doctor was considered both priest

and physician. He never loiew there was any difference be-

tween psychic difficiilty and bodily symptoms and his cures

were probably due as much to his trea.tment of the emotions

as to his herbs and blood-letting.

Since psychosomatic medicine is coming into its own

the need for more information about it is apparent.

The present day teachers, counselors, physicians, minis-
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ters, smd parents have significant and far reaching duties to

society. Often the teacher alone must "be a combination of

all of these since he or she has direct control of our youth

during the greater part of the child's vraking hoiirs. The

teacher is in a position to understand, to guide, to mold

the child, and to influence behavior and future patterns

of emotional control. The alert, adequate teacher will have

a knowledge of psycho somatic s because society v:ill event-

ually be the beneficiary. If classes in human relations,

taught by a qualified, emotionally adjusted teacher, are

required eventually in all high schools, we may look forward

to a society in which individuals can live together in a

happy atmosphere with the incidents of conflicts materially

lessened. Our Juvenile Courts are constantly faced with

youths who are maladjusted and sick emotionally. Occupancy

of our hospitals by persons attempting to escape from their

fears and frustrations in Illness is increasing dally.

There 3.re no exact data to prove that mental Illness is

as prevalent as physical illness or that it causes as much

suffering, but this is indicated by the number of cases reach-

ing medical hospitals and by statements of medical authori-

ties. It has been stated-'- that each year fifty thousand per-

sons are committed to hospitals for mental diseases, and It

1. Frankwood Williams, "Every Child, How He Keeps His Mental
Health, " Annals of the American Academy of Political and
Social Sciences , Volume 12l7 PP. 178-183.
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is estimated that for each person Insane there a-re three to

five who have neurosesj in addition there are large groups

of delinquents, dependents, and even professional individuals

not achieving success commensurate with their abilities. All

of these suffer from varying degrees of failure to adjust

emotionally. Mental hygienists estimate that approximately

one child out of tv:enty in school today will later become a

patient in a mental hospital. There are, in addition, a

large number who, while they never reach a mental hospital,

suffer from the many and varied types of mental ill health

such as neuroses, depressions, fears and tmhappiness.

V/hat can teachers do about this situation? \i/hat por-

tion of it is within their control? The varied forms of

mental ill health, as a rule, do not develop suddenly. In

most cases the mental ills of adulthood have had their roots

in childhood. Parents and teachers may recognize the symptoms,

but too often do not deal \7ith them intelligently. For ex-

ample, one investigation discloses that teachers consider

unimportant many problems which mental hygienists rank high

in importance. Another later study3 of more than one thousand

teachers discloses that more than fifty percent of them do not

understand the importsjice of dealing in a healthy way with

2. E. C. Wickman, "Children's Behavior and Teachers' Attitudes,"
The Commonwealth Fund, 1928.

3, C. V. Hobson, Informational Needs of Teachers in Mental
Hygiene , Unpublished Thesis, 1937.
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timidity In children; and that thirty-five percent plan their

work in a manner such that children invariably fail in a part

of it.

Averill maintains that,

"Educational leadership needs more than anything
else to sit for a time at the feet of the mental
hygienists to learn of the tremendous role Dlayed
in life by mental attitudes. "^

Teachers are responding to this challenge, however, by in-

sisting upon college courses in mental hygiene and psychology.

But knovjledge alone is not sufficient. It must be applied in

the work vrlfh children, I'fore and more teachers should be given

the opporttmity to work closely with a clinic enga^-ed in plan-

ning and carrying on the treatment of children. Knowledge

gained, together with its application in the classroom, will

help Immeasurably in increasing human happiness.

Mental and emotional health in its broadest sense has

come to mean the measure of a person's ability to shape his

environment, to adjust to life as he has to face it with a

reasonable amount of satisfaction, success, efficiency and

happiness.

"Unbridled emotion is like a heavy cargo that has
ripped its fastenings in the hold of a liner
fighting a might sea. Wildly rolling cargo may
batter the ship worse than the storm outside;
emotions out of control wreck personality balance.
Countless people are torn and battered by inner
tempests. Fears, anxiety, and rage are hard to
live with. "5

^, L. A. Averill, "Directing the Activities of the Classroom
toward the Mental Health Objective," Mental Hygiene .

PP. 529-5^8.

5. J. E. Crawford and L, E. Woodward, Better Ways of Growing
U£, p. 128.
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Our children must be taught that no matter what ends

hostility and like emotions may seem to gain momentarily,

the cost In lowered morale and decreased mental health are

too great to pay.

Definition of Terms

Anxiety - This terra \irill he used to Indicate painful un-

easiness of the mind with respect to impending or anticipated

ill.

Asthma - For the purpose of this study asthma is thought

of as a disease marked by recurrent ©.ttacks of paroxysmal

dyspnea with wheezing, labored breathing and characterized

by a sense of constriction. Asthmatic attacks may last from

a few minutes to several hours, to days.

Psychosomatic - This term will be used to imply that the

body and mind react in unity. ¥e shall assume that there is

a unity of body and mind and consider for each individual case

the degree to which psychological and organic factors enter

into the picture.

Psychological - Psychological basis will indicate that

phase of science which treats of the mind and mental opera-

tions, especiaJLly as they are shoTvn in behavior.

Hostility - This term will indicate a feeling or expres-

sion of anger toxi^ard some outside stimuli or person.

Personality - Throughout this report the term personality

will indicate the habitual patterns of behavior of the indi-

vidual in terms of physlcs-1 and mental activities and attitudes,
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particularly as these have social connotations.

Frustration - This term refers to the feeling which ac-

companies the denial of gratification or attainment of a pur-

pose. Sometimes it is spoken of as external frustration to

distinguish it from the thwgj^ting of impulses by forces in the

xinconscious or consciousness. \^en taie instinctive urge can-

not be handled normally the individual may summon all his

energies to the satisfaction of the xirge, or he may regress

from objects in reality and take refuge in phantasy and wish

forms.tions.

Dependence - This term shs-11 be used throughout this stu(3y

to indicate a form of behavior which suggests inability to

make decisions with a marked inclination to lean on others

for advice, guidance, sjid support.

Neurosis - For the purpose of this study this term will

refer to a functional nervous disorder without demonstrable

physical lesion.

Psychotherapy - Throughout this study this term will have

reference to the mental treatment of illness as contrasted to

somatic or bodily treatment. Real psychotherapy attempts to

make the patient understand the meaning of his symptoms and

the nature of his conflicts. It is a re-educational process

and when properly done leads to sufficient emotional development

so that the necessity for symptom formation is abolished.

Skin Test - For the purposes of this report this term will

be used to indicate a diagnostic procedure in which the reaction

of the skin to various kno^vn agents or antigens is studied. Hyper-

susceptibility to pollen foodstuffs, and foreign proteins is thus

determined.





CHAPTER II

EXPLANATION OF PSYCHOSOMATIC MEDICINE

*We are not ourselves, when nature being oppressed,
commands tlie mind to suffer with the body,"!

Psychosomatic medicine derives its name firom "psyche"

which has been translated as mind or spirit or soul, but

which actually embraces all of them, and "soma" which means

body. Hardly anyone needs to be told that in this world,

mind and body are Inseparable, It is obvious that when a

man is well, he is well in mind and body, VJhen he is sick,

he is likely to be sick also in mind and body.

^

Psychosomatic is a comparatively new term to laymen and

Is relatively new to professionals.

The belief that the patient should be treated as a

whole goes back beyond anything most of us would consider

as medicine at all. The xfitch doctor of otir ancestors was

both physician and priest. He worked on the patient's

psychic trouble as on his bodily symptoms, for he never knew

there was any real difference between them. In fact, the

witch doctor's cures were probably due as much to his treat-

ment of the emotions as to his herbs and blood-letting.

As the fxmctions of priest and doctor became separated,

the physician had to overcome a great deal of religious op-

1, William Shakespeare, King Lear , II, iv.

2. Flanders Dunbar, Mind ajid Body , p, vil.
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position In order to establish his dominion over bodily

ailments. Residuals of such opposition to vaccination and

surgery still remain.

Physicians have always known tha.t emotional life had

something to do vrith illness but the structural concepts

Introduced by Virchow (1821-1902), led to the separation of

illness from the psyche emotions of man and a consideration

of disease as only a disorder of organs and cells. With

this separation of diseases into many different ailments came

the development of specialists to attend to all of these

distinct diseases. With the specialists came the introduc-

tion of instruments of precision and the mechanization of

medicine commenced. Medicine was unimpressed by the psycho-

logical background of the patient because this was not con-

sidered as scientific as the results of laboratory studies.

The period may be called the "machine age" of medicine.

Remarkable progress in scientific evaluation of illness was

achieved during this period, but the emotional factors in

illness were almost entirely neglected.

The physiciaj:! sees a small number of obviously psy-

chotic persons; he sees a larger number of patients who are

sick because of physical disease. He also sees a large

number who are emotionally unstable and yet do not have

any definite disease to account for their illness. It is

with this group that psychosomatic medicine is concerned.

It is estimated that one-third of the loatlents who consult
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a physician are in this group. Another third of the patients

have symptoms that are in pert dependent upon emotional fac-

tors even though some organic factors are involved,

3

In the middle of the nineteenth century, a French

physician, Claude Bernard, began to speak of the mind's

share in ailments which manifested themselves in the body.

He has been acclaimed as one of the first of his profes-

sion to tmderstand something of this fact and to make use

of his knowledge in treatment.

During the fifty yea-rs succeeding the Civil War, only

a handful of physicians manifested interest in learning

how and why the minds of people became sick—or in study-

ing the relationship of a sick mind and body. By the

early nineteenth century a few leaders—Adolphe Meyer,

August Hoch, Elmer Southard, Charles Burr, George Klrby,

and Albert Barrett—had achieved some recognition by the

faculties of some medical schools. The early studies of

Slgmund Freud were being championed in this coimtry by

A. A. Brill, Jsjnes Putman, ¥llllam A. \^lte, and. Smith Ely

Jelliffe.

Psychiatry and psychosomatic medicine made remarkable

progress between 1918 and 19^1» By 19^1> some covirts had

3. Weiss and English, Psychosomatic Medicine , pp. 1-2,

^, Flanders Dunbar, Mind and Body ; Psychosomatic Medicine ,

p. viil.
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routine psychiatric coxinsel and all of the Federal peni-

tentiaries maintained full-time psychiatrists. There were

child guidance clinics and counseling service for students

in a numher of our colleges and universities; in medical

education psychiatry had been given more hours in the cxir-

riculum. The fund of knowledge and experience about the

personality and how it functioned had grown tremendously.

More and more, physicians were becoming aware of the rela-

tionship between the body and the mind. Prom this realiza-

tion, psychosomatic medicine has developed. -^ World War II

proved that the reaction of an individual to bacteria, bul-

lets, or stress is affected by the mental and emotional

struggles of his everyday life, and that his recovery will

be in direct proportion to the insight he develops and

whether or not he can be taught to handle his difficulties

rather than to allow them to handle him.

5. William C. Menninger, Psychiatry in a Troubled World s

P. 153.





CHAPTER III

SOME PSYCHOSOKA.TIC CONDITIONS

In general, there are five body systems used most

frequently for emotional expressions xijhlch repeatedly come

to the attention of medical authorities and those working

with them. They are: the cardlo-vascular, the gastro-

intestinal, the respiratory, the genito-urinary, and the

centra-l nervous system,

1, Cardlo-Vascular Disease

A greater number of words have been spoken and written

about the heart than about any other organ of the body.

Medical literature is full of them, but no one who knew the

heart only throtigh the prolific outpourings of centuries of

sentimental authors would ever recognize this Important

muscle if he were to see it on the dissecting table, Yet,

from the legends, he vxould have learned a certain amount of

truth. It makes a great deal of difference, medicaily speak-

ing, whether a personality is ruled by heart or head. It can

make the difference between illness, health or broken heart.

In the glittering diction of many generations* of

romantic writers, the hes.rt was the seat of all emotions.

It leaped for Joy and broke for grief; it palpitated for

love and stopped for terror; fear drove It into the mouth

and depression into the shoes; it throbbed in sympathy, beat
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more strongly In courage, fluttered In modesty; it was

apostrophised by lovers, heroes and poets.

As a symbol of love we are fsjnlliar with the \mlversal

use of the heart as a valentine and the colloquial expres-

sions of "warm hearted," "light hearted," and "faint hearted."

Hate and hostility are expressed as "heartless" and "cold-

blooded. " Individuals may be described as "heart sick" when

a situation causes them disappointment or hurt. Only to the

physiologists was the heart merely a delicately contrived

mechanism, Ingeniously designed for its important function,

but no more attractive in appearance than the liver. And

they did not discover its primary function—to ptimp blood—

until the seventeenth century.

Neither the romantic nor the physiological approach to

affairs of the heart can be ignored in a psychosomatic con-

sideration of the diseases which afflict it. Both have im-

portant elements of truth, but either alone offers far from

a complete picture. The emotions, on which the one will

lavish the language of poetry, and the mechanical functions,

which the other v/ill describe in the terms of a highly edu-

cated plumber, are equally important to an understanding of

the human heart.

Fortunately or otherwise, depending on the point of

view, real life in this as in many other instances of man-

kind's development has caught up with fiction. The heart

is subject to almost as many influences as the story tellers

and song singers believed.
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For example, heartbreak was formerly the major cause

of death In the romantic novels of our forefathers. It

figured in a good deal of more sober but still highly roman-

tic Interpretations of history. Unhappy members of royalty

and generals died of heartbreak as well as by epidemiCB, In

contemporary fiction, heroines die more grimly and v/ith bet-

ter clinical descriptions, but actually people today are

twice as likely to die of heart disease as of anything else.

"By far the largest killer in modern society,
heart disea-ses also accoiint for about twenty
percent of all time lost from vrork because of
illness. These ailments take men av;ay from
the Job for a total of about s- million man
years or tv;o hundred fifty million man days a
year. Only nervous a.nd mental disorders are
responsible for more chronic invalids, "5

Diseases of the heart are not all the same. Neither are

the emotional factors v/hich enter into them. Each type of

heart disease has its o\in type of personality. The personal-

ity factors and their history are often of more Importance

than the presence or absence of actual organic damage.

Decidedly characteristic of people suffering from heart

disease is their tendency to be hard workers, driving them-

selves without mercy and appa.rently enjoying it. It is typical

of them to say! "I have to keep doing something useful."

In some of the hospital studies at Bay Pines, the views

of some cardiac cases on their work and its conditions v/ere

5. Ibid, , p. 113.
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recorded. Mostly they were proud of the long hoxire they

worked, and Incidentally resentful of the little apprecia-

tion they received for it. However, in the usual sense

they were not victims of overwork. They were victims of

the psychological circumstances which were responsible for

their apparent ambition.

These patients were remarkable In their apparent strength

but actually extreme fickleness of their defenses existed.

They were strong only as long as a hi^ly unified, rigidly

crystallized life-role turned out to be something to which

they were well adapted culturally and which they found re-

warding.

But their brittle shell covered a mental iraverty or in-

security xiThlch had no other defenses once the shell was

cracked. It seemed to make little difference whether the

shell was broken from without or within. The result was

rapid transition to a bodily ailment.

Just as hard work is less responsible than the emotional

conditions vfhich led to it, so the heart-disease patient's

cha.ract eristic carelessness of health, irregular eating

habits, frequently excessive use of tobacco and coffee,

disregard of sleep, etc. , are danger signals. They are not

necessarily dangers.

The tendency of certain types of personality to acquire

certain types of heart disease is marked, but it should be

applied to any given individual only with a great many
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reservations. A large nvunber of factors contribute to the

maJcing of any personality, and it is only when an over-

whelming proportion of them conform to an illness pattern

that there can he any certainty in diagnosing a particular

type. Most of these factors do not lie on the surface.

The physician, psychologist, or socisJ. worker has to bring

them to the surface.

Bearing all this in mind, it is still true ths.t coronary

occlusion (an obstruction in the coronary arteries which sup-

ply blood to the heart muscle) seems to occur with special

frequency among persons who are or woiild like to be "big

shots" in their own vrorlds. The spasmodic heart troubles

afflict prima donnas and the "big frogs in little puddles"

in similar proportions. Rheumatic fever and rhetimatic heart

disease are often the ailments of teacher's pets and martyrs.

Men and women suffering from irregularity of heart action

which leads to attacks have a good deal of the prima donna

In them but give a stronger impression of being children in

the dark, a.nd afraid of it. They require support and re-

assurance.

In treatment of these conditions the goal is not so much

to make the patient act differently than in the past, but to

makie him feel differently. How the patient feels about any

situation is the important thing, for his actions will be

colored by his attitudes.
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2. Ulcer

Men engaged in a rather wide variety of businesses

and professions are convinced that in their line of work

ulcer is an occupational disease. Publishers, advertising

men, taxi and bus drivers, lav/yers, merchandizing and in~

dustrial executives all claim it—some of them iirith a cer-

tain odd pride. This tritimph of arrogance over pain grew

from the legend that ulcer of the stomach is above all others

the affliction of aristocrats and so may be considered s.s a

badge of success, or at least of superior quality.

It is said that ulcer comes to the hard-working success-

ful individual; actually this fact is not true. The only

thing this peculiar type of go-getter really gets is his ulcer.

Nevertheless, the legend does reveal some understa.nding

of the true nature of the disease—that it is a combination

of physical sind psychic factors which are all necessary to

this particular kind of a sore interior,

"Ulcer patients generally are a bit above average
intelligence, often very much above, and like to
talk about themselves. They know very well that
there is some sort of nervous or emotional basis
for their pain, although they are inclined to
blame other factors than the real one. "7

The patient will say, "this happened to me because the

government has made it so tough for us business man;" or, "my

wife drives me crazy;" or, "I've had so much hard luck that

it v/orries me sick, "

7. Flanders Dunbar, Mind and Body : Psychosomatic Medicine,
p. 22.
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Actually, these worries are more superficial than

the majority of men like to think. Their trouble is deeper,

but once they understand that fact, they co-operate quickly

with the physician. That, too, is characteristic.

We find that most ulcer sufferers have always been

feeding problems. If it is possible to consult the parent,

it is learned that they usually had nursing difficulties

during the first few months of their lives. Later on,

they were subject to colic. They may have inherited an

organic weakness which predisposes them to ulcer when the

necessary train of psychological explosive has been laid.

The popular acceptance of ulcer as primarily a

disease of men has little foundation in fact. For approxi-

mately twenty years, there was this much Justification for

the story: most of the people who had ulcers were men,

but that was only between the years 191^ and 1936. Since

that time, the proportion of women has been increasing,

and at present both sexes are about evenly susceptible.

That this change in the sex distribution of ulcer is not

a phenomenon peculiar to the atomic age can be seen from

the fact that until about 1900, the chief victims of ulcer

were vromen.

The cultural conditions of the time, reacting upon the

peculiar emotional system of the ulcer type, has a determin-

ing influence. The impulses passing through the mid-brain

are altered by the conditions of life xmder which people find

themselves.
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The lilcer patient In hie childhood usually is devoted

to his mother, and yet he cannot be satisfied with the

dependence wliich that devotion implies. As he grows older,

he Is continually torn between his impulse to lean upon

his mother, wife, friend or employer and his compulsion to

assert his ovm Independence. It is his desire to escape

from his own fear of being a clinging vine vrhich causes him

to reach out for responsibility and gives him the appearance

of the go-getter, and often causes him to climb quite high in

the ladder of worldly success.

Emulation is not a trait of this personality whereas

it is a definite characteristic of others, for example, the

coronary type. The ulcer patient's ambition and activity

are merely a cover for his dependent pull. He wants only

to be active and escape from his own suspicion of inferior-

ity; he does not necessstrily seek to rival others, to climb

over them, or to impress his superior abilities upon them.

The beginning of his personality troubles start early

—

earlier than in the case of most other sick people. The

desire to remain a protected and loved baby originates an

early conflict with the more conscious desire to assert

individuality.

The reason that this conflict results in ulcer rather

than in some other form of physical disturbance is to be

found in the relationship of body and mind in this emotional

situation. The child's first feelings of being cared for are
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associated with the act of taking in his nourishment. He

sucks in milk, and his nervous system transmits impulses

of well being. The nerves most immediately affected are

those v;hich lead to the stomach. Before the child has pro-

ceeded beyond his earliest helpless stage, a conditioned

reflex has been set up. The stimulus of food has sent sooth-

ing messages through the involuntary nervous system. In the

potential ulcer victim, there is a reversal of this soothing

process—the early feeding problem, the nursing difficulties,
o

the colic.

As the nursing becomes associated, in the emotional sys-

tem, with the maternal protection, the drive to get avray fl^^m

the dependence, at once desirable and hateful, results in

nerve impulses which are Just the opposite of the normal in-

fant's reaction to food. Because of this fact, the prescrip-

tion of a milk diet may not turn out to be the best in all

cases. Milk is soothing to the mucous lining of the stomach,

but it throvrs the patient back into an infantile status which

may be thoroughly exasperating to his adult insistence upon

independence. The resulting stimulus to the production of

hydrochloric acid in the stomach may offset much of the bene-

fit of the milk.

Before the ulcer has developed, however, the predestined

victim has rejected for himself the dependent position which

one part of him desires. This is very different from those

8, Ibid. , pp. 157-l6iv,
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other patients who develop diseases from emotional upsets

caused by withdrawal of the affection they need. The ulcer

patient is not the Inert victim of tinreoulted affection.

His mother, wife or friend may be quite ready to supply the

protection and love. But the ulcer personality has to

assert his own self-sufficiency; he cannot yield to what he

would perhaps regard as his weaker impulses if he were aware

of them.

The adult ego, rejecting a desire to be loved and to

depend upon others, pushes this feeling more deeply into

his mind. Concealed at last from himself and casual obseirvers,

his desire cannot be gratified by the ordinary circumstances

of his dally life, for he is too busy impressing hie independ-

ence upon his associates and his family. Finally the yearning

for love seeks an outlet throxigh a more primitive channel,

the yearning for food.

This is something different than the condition which we

describe as hxanger. Hunger is merely uneasiness caused by

want of food. The yearning for the act of eating, which the

ulcer patient hs.s developed as a substitute for his desire to

be protected, stimulates the nerves in the same way. Instead

of the production of hydrochloric acid to digest the food,

however, the stimulus resiilts in the production of acid which

helps create an ulcer. In brief, the nervous system has been

reduced to cheating the stomach. It gives the stomach all the

stimulus it normally gets when about to receive nourishment.
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but no nourishment materializes.

It should not be neglected that the early upsets con-

nected with eating are the same factors which ultimately

bring on ulcers. In order to overcome his hidden wish to

be mothered, the ulcer patient will exaggerate his ambitious

and self-assertive traits to the point of appearing posi-

tively aggressive. He refuses help; he reaches out for new

responsibilities; he assumes unnecessary burdens. Insofar

as these qualities make for success in business or profes-

sional life, the typical ulcer personality is an asset in

propelling its o\-mer to the top of the ladder. But the indi-

vidual himself is Just as likely to get the same sa,tisfaction

out of excessive work and emotional drive in the operation of

a truck as in the conduct of a vast interlocking empire of

Indus tIT.

The fact that women are being permitted to join the

scramble for independent achievement in our economic life, is

a determining factor in the increasing quantity of female

ulcer patients. Where the cultural habits of the community

prevent a woman, who has the ulcer pattern, from engaging in

any activities which allow her to str^uggle for self-sufficiency

she will tend to develop some other ailment.

The attitudes so typical of the ulcer patient, whether

male or female, can be made to serve in treating the basic

cause of their troubles. In general, they react to their

illness with a complete reversal of what they and their friends
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regard as their usual form. From assertively independent

people, they rapidly become exaggeratedly helpless, like

babies. They give in to the long-repressed imp\ilses with

unhappy abandon. As a result, they are frequently healed

(so far as the sore in the stomach is concerned) by a simple

rest cure. They commit themselves to it and relaxed and con~

tented, are fussed over by family and attendants. The emo-

tional conflict is halted, ajid often they are feeling in fine

fettle within a surprisingly short time. But if that is all

that has been done for them, the conflict has been halted by

a truce rather th«Ji a peace. As soon as they return to their

normal lives, the emotional process that leads to the illness

starts again! the sore reappes-rs. But if they are helped to

understand themselves, they can make the cure permanent.

One of the patients at Bay Pines Hospital, a retired

Major, was benefited a great deal by the very quality of

his independence and aggressiveness, once he understood what

he was fighting against in his emotional background. He

read some of the medical literature on the cause and cure

of diseases in sheep which have proved so useful in the under-

standing of men. He learned tha.t sheep can become neurotic

by being subjected to strain. He read about experiments in

which petty annoyances built up in them ailments similar to

his own.

"I'll be darned if I'm going to be just a sheep," he

declared forcefully, and set out to shov: that he was a man
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by getting v;ell.

Such men can gain control of their emotions—or at

least enough control to prevent the development of new

ulcers--v;hen they have brought the essential conflict to

the surface of their minds and begin to grapple with it

Intelligently. It Is not too h3.rd for them to strike a

balance between their desire for love and their drive

toward Independence; few of us find ourselves in a posi-

tion vjhere these are incompatible altogether. The \:ilcer

patient's trouble is that he seldom realizes the true

state of his emotions,

Ma,ny resemble the middle-aged patient \irhose chief

difficiLLty was the unconscious attempts he made to es-

tablish his x-Tlfe in the same relationship he remembered

enjoying vxith his deceased m.other. Actually, he had

never permitted himself to be babied, even in childhood.

He rega.rded himself as a rather strong character and was

proud of it. But his marriage was being made unhappy

and his stomach ulcered by the fact that his conscious

self-assertlveness and domineering attitude in some mat-

ters conflicted with the other side of his emotional

nattire. Once he realized the fact, it was relatively

easy for him to reconcile the two. His mind ceased to

stimulate his stomach all the time. He was soon rid of

his ulcer.
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3. Asthma and the Allergies

Spanning the gulf betiireen our understanding of bodily

and of emotional factors in illness is nearer completion

In allergies than in any other field. The gulf Itself is

neither narrower nor shallower; the difference is the pro-

gress made on the span. So if it sometimes seems that the

relation between an attack of hay fever and the sufferer's

emotional state is closer than in the case of some other

disea.se, th3.t is only because vre knov; more about it.

We are so familiar v:ith this emotion that we can call it

by a sobriquet and label the underlying factor "smother love,"

ViThether the victim has had it heaped upon him or whether he

goes seeking for it himself seems to make little difference.

Knowledge about this group of ailments and about the emo-

tional factor is comp3J?atively recent. The word allergy it-

self was not coined until 1906, Literally it meains "altered

force" and may be defined as a person's altered capacity to

res.ct to a specific stimulus. That alteration may show in a

reaction to pollen, dust, food or something of the sort on

the part of the skin, the nasal tissues, the bronchial tissues,

the stomach and so on. It may show itself as hay fever or

asthma or a rash.

The condition is usually not hard to recognize. The

substances to which an individual is sensitive can be identi-

fied usually through skin tests. More obscure are the reasons

why one person sneezes in the presence of ragweed and another
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because of horse hair, while a third breaJce Into a rash after

contact with a certa.in dye and a fourth has no allergies at

all.

Susceptibility may or may not be an inheritable character-

istic. It has also been sviggested that substances which are

responsible for the allergic reaction may be present in the

placental fluid, and thus transmitted to the foetus before

birth. The same substances may be absorbed by an infant x-Jith

his mother* s milk, or even iirith cow's milk. VJhether the re-

action will be hay fever, a rash, asthma, nausea or nothing

at all, however, will depend upon emotional as well as hered-

itary and physical environmental factors.

This last fact is not a new discovery. Hippocrates him-

self knew that an asthmatic attack coiAld be brought on by

some violent emotion. What is relatively new is our current

knowledge of how these emotions work and what can be done

about them. As early as 1922, Dr. Costa, writing in a G-erTnan

medical journal, described hovr he had ctired a woman, who had

been suffering uninterruptedly for four months, despite the

use of all the methods and medications then believed to be

effective. He abandoned the drugs she had been using and

resorted to hypnosis. In the first session he planted the

suggestion that she wotild sleep well, and she did. Another

session relieved her anxieties, including a fear that she

vrould die of tuberculosis. She v;as apparently cured In

eighteen days, but two months later had a new attack. This
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time she did not respond to hypnosis, sjid Dr. Costa proceeded

to try analysis. Ten days la.ter the s-sthma had disappeared.

There may be some questions as to the permanence of

this cure. However, the methods of men like Costa have been

Improved upon In the twenty-five years since the publica-

tion of his iirrltings, although up until a few years ago, the

discovery that an asthmatic's specific allergies could be

Identified led to a subordination of the emotional factor.

The allergists concentrated on their tests, theorizing that

If the patient could be kept away from every substance to

which he vras allergic, he need no longer suffer.

For the person v7ho Is allergic only to a few substances

which can be avoided easily, the course Is clear. An urban

dweller whose only allergy Is poison Ivy, can learn to recog-

nize the plant and stay away from It. However, a farmer

might have more difficulty In complying with this.

There are certain specific emotions which seem to be

linked especially to asthma, and hay fever. A conflict about

longing for mother love and mother care Is one of "ttiem. There

may be a feeling of frustration as a result of too little love

or a fear of being smothered by too much, A second emotional

conflict characteristic of the allergic Is that which results

from suppressed sexual desire, often closely connected with

the longing for mother. The steady repetition of this emo-

tional history of "smother love" in the asthmatic Is as

marked as the contrasting Mstory of hostility and unresolved
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emotional conflict In the sufferer from hypertension.

Of course, nearly everyone has a definite and usually

very keen longing for mother love. The longing and the

pollen (or dust or food) must be considered in their rela-

tion to each other and to the individual. Just as almost

everyone will have his membranes irritated by dust but does

not get asthma, so the longing for a mother Is almost xuil-

versal but not necessarily toxic. There is a special pat-

tern of mother-child relationship which seems constant In

asthma cases.

Asthma- is derived from a Greek word meaning to pant.

The victim has difficulty in breathing; wheezes, chokes, and

nearly suffocates. It appears that the bronchial mucous

membrane becomes irritated and Inflamed. The inflammation

obstructs the passage of air through the bronchial tubes

and causes phlegm, v/^hich makes for further obstruction. It

appears also that the controlling bronchial behavior-muscles

become subject to spasms, and these block the passage of

a.lr, too. In any case, the Important fact for the victim is

that he finds it hard to breathe, the difficulty ranging

from a gentle wheeze which is hardly noticeable to rather

acute paroxysms. But always asthma is a respiratory problem.

The first experience of a nevrborn child is also a re-

spiratory problem. The Infant, as the first Independent

act after birth, has to start to breathe, and that begins
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with a cry. Crying can be delayed only by risking the

baby's life, which Is the reason for the traditional slap

which starts the cry, the breathing, and the child's in-

dependent life.

Crying soon fulfills another purpose for the Intent, It

will bring someone—usually the mother—to administer aid or

comfort. Crying has been fixed, therefore, as the solution

to problems v/hich are too difficult for the infant to deal

v;ith himself. Frequently in adult years the asthmatic will

find that an attack subsides when he bursts into tears

—

real v/eeping, not the watering of the eyes vfhlch is a symp-

tom of his disease—for he has managed to achieve a form of

emotional relea,se which most adults take a good deal of

trouble to suppress. It is noticeable, too, that asthmatic

children cry less than the average of their years. Asthma

may be a substitute for weeping.

As the child grows older, his longing for a mother's

love is accompanied by fear of losing it. This, too, is

nearly universal, but some children vrill have a certain kind

of emotional system combined v/ith a certain kind of re-

spiratory system which converts that emotion into asthma.

If for any one of a number of reasons, the child is

not sure of his place in the mother's life he may become

asthmatic. Sometimes he is jealous of brothers and sis-

ters; sometimes the mother feels iinconsclously that the
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child interferes with her career or happiness. She may

be neglectful or seek to compensate for the feeling by an

overly protective attitude. Sometimes she will seek to

break the child's habit of helplessness by making the in-

fant independent prematurely. Sometimes the birth of

sjiother baby, before the first is old enough to stand alone,

v;ill divert really needed maternal attention.

Studies of actual asthmatics show a more intense tlian

average dependence upon the mother. This is followed later

in life by dependence upon someone whom they set up in the

mother's place—wife or husband, relative, friend, or phy-

sician.

But one must not feel that mother is the only problem of

asthmatics. In fact, another of their common difficulties

is a sexual problem, often very closely related to the mater-

nal. In general the allergic have had a strong sexual cur-

iosity and temptation—not necessarily a strong sexual de-

sire—and they tend to be afraid of it. Their usual fear la

that any expression of their curiosity or any attempt to

gratify the temptation t^lll cause them to lose the maternal

care or affection. As a rule, the mother has contributed

to this by completely avoiding talk of sex with the child or

else making it appear shameful or evil or at best somewhat

dirty.

9

9. Ibid . . p. 781.





TABLE I

(30 Cases of Asthma)

Chief Complaint: Nasal symptoms and "year-round" asthma

Positive Reaction to Negative Reaction
Skin Test 10 Skin Test

Incidence of other complaints

to
20

Fatigue X X xxxxxxxxx X

Nervousness XXX xxxxxxxxx
Headache X X X X X X X X

Insomnia X X X X X X X X

Dreams X X X X X X

Cries Easily X X X

Chilliness X X X X X

G-astro-intestinal X X X X X X X

Tachycardia X X X X

DermatlB X X

TABLE II

(30 Cases of Asthma)

Reaction to Skin Test

Ages at Admission
to Hospital

Positive Reaction to
Skin Test 10

Negative Reaction to
Skin Test 20

17-27

27-37

37-^0

9

1

2

10

8





CHAPTER IV

SPECIFIC STUDIES OF ASTHMA.

It is "believed that the emotional factors In asthma are

widely prevalent. However, one must not be led to believe

that every case of asthma is of an emotional origin. Charles

Eyermann warns that those Interested in allergy pay too little

attention to the emotions and those Interested in the psychic

conditioning of bronchial asthma are not aware of the possible

allergic explanations for this disease. If the asthma Is not

associated with persona,llty problems one should treat it as

such. If the asthma is associated with emotional instability,

one must treat the patient with a,ll his problems as well as

the local complaint.

Records of thirty cases of asthma at the Bay Pines Hos-

pital v/ere reviewed and data noted concerning age at the time

the patient entered the hosplts.l, and presence or absence of

positive skin tests. No observation concerning sex was made

since all cases reviewed, excepting one, were male. No case

beyond the age of forty-five was observed. The incidence of

other complaints was noted, (See TABLE I, Page 32). The

marked predominance of multiple complaints in cases having

perennial nasal sjrmptoms, but which failed to give positive

skin tests is evident. In occasional cases of true allergic

asthma multiple complaints were encountered. It cannot be

1. Charles Eyermann, The Emotional Component of Bronchial
Asthma.
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concluded then that true allergy is caused by, or unusually

associated xirlth, psychogenic factors. Hovrever, ten of the

s,sthina cases were labeled, "intrinsic asthma, cause not

determined. " (All seasonal cases were excluded, ) In all

ten the cause could not be determined by physical examina-

tion, skin tests, or other clinical trials. Personality mal-

adjustment, however, was the common denominator in all. The

emotional factor of hostility, especially to the home, was

very great.

It V7ill be noted In TABLE II that the symptoms of time

allergy usua.lly occur in the early decades. Since Bay Pines

is a veteran's hospital, none of the patients were under

eighteen years of age and it could not be determined at what

age the first positive reaction occurred. From the case his-

tory of each patient in this group, it was noted that the

patients with negative skin tests spoke at length about other

complaints in addition to the chief complaint of asthma.

Fatigue, nervousness, hea,dache and insomnia, were several

times more frequent ths.n in the positive skin test group. In

addition, there were incidents of gastro-intestinal complaints

(nausea, gas, diarrhea), cardiac complaints, and rashes.

In the following cases the terminology of the patient was

used in taking the medical histories. The patients did not

have sufficient knov:ledge to translate complaints into medical

terms and obviously the hospital physician coiild not make a

diagnosis for family members whom he did not attend.
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Case No> 1

History and Symptoms :

The patient had a history of childhood asthma, migraine

headaches, and fatigue. The headaches had been of about eight

months duration, the fatigue for about six months duration.

The headaches had at first occurred about once every six weeks

but recently had increased in frequency.

The patient had been married three years; there were no

children. He was thirty-five years of age.

Family History :

The father had been killed in an automobile accident when

the patient was ten years of age. The mother was living and

well although she suffered from hay fever and asthma and also

V7hat the patient termed "sick headaches." Tvra brothers were

living and well, but subject to nervousness; both were married.

No other history of migraine or allergic disease were noted.

The patient stated that his father's family were known as

"High-strung" and irritable people.

Physical Examination snd Laboratory Studies :

The patient was well nourished. Laboratory and physical

examinations were essentially negative. Allergy tests dis-

closed no special reactions. Various diets and medications

were prescribed but the headache and fatigue continued.
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Life Situation :

The patient considered himself a normal child but suf-

fered from enuresis until the age of nine. After the father's

death the economic standard of the family was considerably

lowered. There was a small income from insurance, and rela-

tives made contributions to the family. After graduation

from high school the patient attended business school but was

not successful. At night he studied music and cherished the

ambition to become a musiciaji and to play in a dance orch-

estra. The patient's mother frovmed upon this ambition and

predicted failure. The patient continued to live with his

mother, although the relationship was not harmonious. He

did not consider his mother a good manager and resented the

contributions to her support which he felt obligated to maice.

On one occasion he left the home and shared an apartment

with a friend. However, he felt guilty about his actions,

and returned shortly to his mother. Upon his return, he

found his mother more irritating than before and at times, for

no apparent reason, felt extremely antagonistic toward her.

He could not bear to kiss his mother goodnight, yet she in-

sisted upon this gesture.

Marriage !

At the age of tv;enty-nine, against his mother's wishes,

the patient married a girl of the same age. She was a musi-

cian. The mother constantly made degratory remarks about her

in the patient's presence.
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After his marriage the patient continued to supple-

ment his mother's income although his salary was not suffi-

cient to meet his ovm needs. The patient felt that better

management on the part of his mother would eliminate the

necessity of his contributions to her support. He felt very

guilty if his mother confessed herself in financisJ. diffi-

culties. Once he spoke with his mother regarding her ex-

penditures and she became so enraged that they did not speak

for four months. It was about this time and especially

about the time of his mother's birthday that his headaches

first appeared. He also had a severe attack of asthma on

this day. He later confessed that he felt guilty about not

seeing his mother on her birthday, as had previously been

his custom.

Treatment :

The patient was given several hours of private and group

psychotherapy. Under the direction of the psychiatrist it

became more and more clear to the patient that the conflict

with his mother was the basis for his migraine headaches and

asthma. VJhen he became angry and could not give vent to his

rage, the headache proii5)tly appeared. It was obvious that

he had a conflict in relation to his mother. He felt that it

was his duty to help support her but keenly resented the

necessity for doing so.

The desire for a musical career was explored ^-/Ith the
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patient, and it seemed clear that this simply represented

an effort to succeed in something that the mother opposed

Just as his marriage to a person (musician) to whom his

mother objected represented an escape.

As the patient's relationship to his mother became

clearer, he had fewer headaches and no attacks of asthma.

When the headaches did occur they were less intense. For-

tionately, the patient's relationship with his wife was satis-

factory and there was no conflict in this sphere.

Summary :

This was a yoxing mail suffering from asthma and typical

migraine with no clinical evidence of organic disease. He

seemed to derive much benefit from a discussion of a con-

flict in relation to his mother, although at first he was

resistive to the suggestion that the conflict did exist.

He left the hospital free from his symptoms.
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Case Ho. 2

The patient was a thirty year old white male, admitted

to the hospital complaining of hay fever, asthma, and gastro-

intestins.l pains.

History and Symptoms :

The asthma began at the age of eleven follo^irlng an attack

of pneumonia. Attacks have reoccurred at frequent intervals

since that time usually in the spring and fa.ll.

Family History :

The family history was negative for bronchial asthma

or hay fever and was not significant others-rise in regard to

this illness.

Physical Examination and Laboratory Studies :

Allergy tests showed sensitiveness to certain products,

chiefly ragTfeed, duck fea.thers a.nd cheese. Cardlo-vascular

exsjnination Including electroca-rdiogram was normaJL, No ab-

normalities vrere noted in the gastro-intestlnal examination.

The history and physical exa^minatlon were characteristically

one of hay fever and asthma.

Life Situation ;

The patient was adopted by wealthy foster parents when

he was three and remained the only child In the home until the

a^e of eleven, vrhen three children related to the foster mother

came to live in the home. The patient felt that the foster
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mother lost Interest in him at that time, and that she was

more interested in the nev/ children who v/ere related to her.

The patient felt rejected in a home vrhere he had previously-

been indulged. An antagonism to the foster mother arose and

it xvas at this time that the asthma began. A quarrel with the

mother would often precipitate an attack. The patient stated

that his mother seemed determined to dominate him. From the

time the other children entered the home he felt tha.t he was

never praised for anything but was scolded frequently for

things the other children had done.

The patient related the following dreams: "I often dream

that I am lying in the street and people are walking over me

and trucks and Jeeps are even riding over me. That all seems

to press down on my chest and I v/ake up with an attack of

asthma. " The patient further related: "Sometimes I dream that

I am in a theatre. Someone screams that soldiers are march-

ing outside and everyone is rushing to see them. I cannot

get out of my seat because the people keep crowding by.

Finally, the surging crowd causes me to fall to the floor.

People are wallclng over me and there is a pressure on my

chest. I wake up in an asthmatic attack. I have many night-

mares like these. "

In fxirther discussion with the patient he revealed ths^t

his foster mother had a "nervous breakdotai" V7hen he was eighteen

and was confined to an institution. It was therefore entirely

possible that there was some Justification for the patient's
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attitude. It was also interesting that all of the other foster

children had broken with this mother and were hostile to her,

MarrlaA'e :

The patient left the home at sixteen. He was variously

employed and married at nineteen. He v/as divorced two years

later. He felt cut adrift and felt tha.t he could never trust

any woman again. As his anxiety increased he had more fre-

quent attacks of astlima. He had not considered rems-rrlage

and thought he would face the future alone.

Treatment :

The patient was given private and group psychotherapy,

in which the meaning of his dreams were interpreted to him.

The discussion of the parent-child relationship indicated the

psychotherapeutic attack in this problem. The psychiatrist

had to take over the never adequately filled role of the

parent. He had to be interested in the patient in a friendly

way and allow him to feel the support he was giving. What we

hoped was that his anxiety would diminish and possibly Ms

asthma be beneficially Influenced.

The patient left the hospital before his psychotherapy

was completed because of some misimderstanding between the

psychologist and the psychiatrist regarding discharge plans.

Because the patient lived in another city only suggestions

for further treatment were made.
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Stumnary :

This Is a young man with asthma and hay fever who showed

the personality disturbgjices frequently found in a psycho-

logical study of asthmatic patients. Allergy factors also

seemed to be present, thus the interplay of a number of re-

lated factors is suggested in this case. It was obvious

that the allergic approach v:as not sufficient to give a com-

plete picture of this young man's illness and it was felt

that his asthma could not be controlled from a purely aller-

gic standpoint. It v/as regrettable that this patient was

not retained in the hospital for further psychotherapy.
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Case No. 3

The patient is a twenty-nine yeax old white male. Upon

admission to the hospital he complained of asthmatic attacks,

excessive perspiration, shortness of breath, loss of appetite

and fatigue.

History and Symptoms :

The patient suffered his first asthmatic attack at the

8^e of twenty-four while "flying over the Hump" as a pilot

in the U. S. Army Air Forces. He ha.s had. attacks at inter-

vals since then. VJhile hospitalized, the pa,tient had so

little energy that he rarely left his bed although he was

on the open psychiatric v/ard. The patient ha.d previously

been hospitalized in 19^8 in a private sanitarium for four

months vrith essentially the S8.me symptoms, A diagnosis of

anxiety reaction (neurasthenia) vxas made.

Family History ;

Family history was nega,tive for bronchia.l asthma or

hay fever.

The patient's father, a^e sixty, is living and suffer-

ing f3?om "stomach trouble" and neurasthenia. The mother,

8-ge fifty-eight, is living and suffering from arthritis and

"heart trouble. " Two sisters died in childhood of heart

trouble and dysentery. One brother died in Infancy of dysen-

tery. One brother, age thirty-eight, is living and well.
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Physi cal Examination a-nd Laboratory Studies :

The laboratory findings for allergy were essentially

negative but it was felt by the eye, ear and nose specialist

that the patient should be treated on an allergy basis.

Basal Metabolism tests indicated an over activity of the

thyroid; however, it was the consensus of opinion that the

patient was not truly hyperthyrold. This conclusion W8,s

reached because the patient responded too rapidly to the

thyroid therapy. Almost immediately upon being placed upon

thyroid medication the Basal Metabolism rate became normal^

Life Situation :

The patient was the youngest child in a group of five.

Three brothers and sisters had died in childhood. The

p8,tlent's father is said to have always been an inadequate

individual and was in and out of hospits2s for as long as the

patient can remember. The mother was aliirays in ill health.

Records indica,te there were no financial problems in the

family. The older brother assumed the role of the father

and made necessary decisions for the patient. The patient

was extremely dependent upon his brother for each decision

which the exigencies of living presented.

The patient graduated from high school with better than

a.verage grades but his grades did not compare with those of

his brother v;ho had been an honor student. This older brother

was always praised by the family and neighbors for his ability

and accomplishments.
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For one year the patient attended a large university

in the North but did not get a.long well because of his

extreme anxiety regarding his ability to do superior work.

He left college to Join the Air Forces. He got along well

in the service and was commissioned as a Second Lieutenant,

serving as a co-pilot of a B-17. His first attack of asthma

occurred during a flight when the plane was under enemy fire.

Marriage ;

The patient is single but expresses much interest in

the opposite sex and looks forward to marriage. He has been

"unhappily in love" on at least one occasion.

Treatment.:

The patient was given extensive private ajid group psycho-

therapy. He also had several hours of hypnotherapy. The

ps,tient denies that he was ever completely hypnotized and

described his sessions with the psychologist as "periods of

complete rela.xation. " The records indicate that \mder

hypnosis the patient expressed a deep seated unconscious

hostility toward his brother and parents. He resented his

brother's ability, and his parents, for their admiration and

praise of him. Through psychotherapy this young man v/as as-

sisted in developing considerable insight into his problem

and most of his complaints disappeared.

He was referred to vocational rehabilitation for test-

ing and guidance. On the Wesceler-Bellview Intelligence
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Test he scored one hundred fifty-eight. It was arranged

for him to enter a small denominational college in Florida,

far removed from his brother. The patient was discharged,

when these plans were completed, as hs,ving received maximiim

hospital benefit.

Following his discharge, the patient W8,s interviewed

one month 8.fter his entrance into college. The veteran

claims that he has hs.d no recurrence of his symptoms al-

though he still takes thyroid medication. Appa.rently his

adjustment to college life is a happy one and he reports

good grades,

Sumraary t

This is a young man whose asthma and other somatic

symptoms coiild not be controlled from a purely medical

standpoint. A combination of three types of therapy

—

psychotherapy, hypnotherapy, and medication—were employed

to alloy the symptoms, and it is hoped, to remove the cause

of the patient's illness. Four weeks after his discharge

from the hospiteJL, the patient felt that for the first time

in his life he v:as adequate to handle the demejids of life

as they arose.
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Case NOy ^

The patient was a forty year old white vromsji. She came

to the hospital complaining of severe asthmatic attacks which

were unrelieved by medication. In addition, she had a his-

tory of alcoholic indtilgences which had been a problem to

both her and her family.

History and Symptoms ;

Asthma,tic atta,cks for this patient began at the age of

thirty-eight with an acute onset, folloxiring an argument v;ith

her son and daughter-in-law. Sedation, bed rest, and a so-

journ in northern Pennsylvajiia during ragweed season, sJ.1

proved futile. Attacks began in early summer and lasted

imtil late fsll,

Fajnily Histoi-y :

The family history was negative for bronchial asthma or

hay fever. The mother died a-t the age of seventy of heart

disease. The father died at the age of sixty-two of hyper-

tension. Four sisters are living and well.

Laboratory Tests ;

The patient was skin tested for allergy and was found to

be mildly allergic to ragweed 3.nd horse dander.

Life Situation:

In childhood, the patient had lived in almost abject
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poverty. She was the third child in a group of five. As a

child the economic struggle had been great and the girls left

school at early ages and became employed in the local cotton

mills. She was married at sixteen. There was a son from

this union. The patient's husbajid was killed accidently a

few years after the son's birth. The patient vjas a very in-

telligent and diligent person who worked hard with little

thought of her own v;elfare. It v;as her ambition that the

son should study law. Hov;ever, soon after he entered college

he married and left school at the end of the first year.

When the daxighter-in-law, jealous of the mother's atten-

tions, managed so that the son saw his mother hardly at all,

the mother begaji having severe attacks of asthma. The psy-

chiatrist was able to direct discussions with the patient so

as to reveal the fact that she had matured too early for her

years, and clung tenaciously to whatever was close to her.

Her only child gave her an outlet for her sympathy ajid she

gave him the love she had never really experienced. She had

struggled against tremendous odds to educate her son after

her husband's death. She had dreamed of his future and

gloried in the idea of being by his side throughout life,

T\'hen he msj^ried and an estrangement v/as threatened, the

asthmatic attacks became acute.

Treatment ;

The therapy in this situation was directed toxmrd bring-

ing to light all these conflicts and getting the patient to
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view them objectively. Her Intense atts-chment to her son and

her wish to be at his side throughout life were shown to be

impracticable and undesirable.

This mother was helped to develop other needs and

Interests so that she would not feel the need of being so

Involved in her son's life. It was believed that the

patient had solved her problem when she left the hospital.

The only medication used was tvxo and one-half grains of

barbital during the whole period of her psychotherapy.



^
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Case No. ^

The patient was a vjiiite man, age forty-five. He

entered the hospital stating that he had asthma, heart

trouble and nervous indigestion.

History and Symptom.s :

It was the opinion of the patient that his vras a most

unusual case because he had such a multiplicity of com-

plaints. In addition to the chief complaints listed, he

felt as if there were heavy weights upon his chest. His

back and his head ached, and the palms of his hands per-

spired profusely. Since the autumn of 19^6, the patient had

been under the care of many physicis.ns. Complete studies

had been made which failed to reveal any organic cause. The

digestive compls.int of nausea came in a,ttack8 when there

was any variation from his established routine. Fiu:*ther

inquiry revealed that the nausea was proceeded by loss of

appetite, belching, a feeling of tension in the throa.t, and

the fear that he might vomit. Because of these fears he

planned his days in such a manner that he was never far from

the lavatory. Along with his nausea, sometimes preceding the

attack and sometimes following it, the patient had choking

sensations and difficulty in breathing. He considered these

attacks as asthma. With each attack of na-usea or asthma

there was considerable anxiety, the hands and feet becajne

cold, and he perspired freely.
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Past History ;

The patient xiras considered a sickly child. He had had

an ear condition which necessitated his losing a grade in

school. He completed the ninth grade.

Family History ;

The mother had died suddenly of heart disease at the

age of forty-two. The father died of a gunshot accident

at the age of fifty-five. One sister, age twenty-eight, was

living and well.

Physical Examination and Laborato ry Studies ;

The general physical examination disclosed no evidence

of organic disease. Laboratory studies and allergy tests

disclosed no allergies. The stomach \fB.s X-rayed a.nd no ab-

normalities fo\Hid. A cardiac consultation ruled out heart

trouble.

Life Situation :

The patient's family had always been in comfortable

circ"umstances and he had been a pampered child, chiefly be-

cause of his many childhood illnesses. The patient con-

sidered himself well adjusted ajid thought none of his prob-

lems had an emotional basis.

Death of Father :

When the patient was twenty-tvro he was htintlng with his

father, A gun was accidently discharged and hie father suf-
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fered serious hea-d injuries which proved fatal. Although

the patient was in no xiray responsible for his father's dearth,

he blamed himself, a.nd it vms then that his asthma, and ner-

vous indigestion bega.n. As time went on, more and more people

in v/hom he had confidence assured him he was blameless; grad-

ually his digestive disturbances improved, but he was never

completely free of discomfort.

Marital :

The patient is married and the father of two children,

a^ges four and six. His wife is considerably younger than

he. He claims that his marriage is very successful but ad-

mits that he was unfaithful to his wife during her first

pregnancy. Since this episode the patient has had more fre-

quent atta.cks of asthma.

Treatment :

The psychologist found upon reviewing the patients early

life history that he had always suffered from an over strict

conscience, and ths.t as a young man he could never forgive

himself for mishaps, actual or fancied. He felt guilty

over relatively minor transgressions.

Another point of importa.nce which evolved was that al-

though he had stated at first that all guilt over his father's

death had vanished it becajne quite a^pparent in detailed con-

versation that he still held himself responsible and when

anything happened v^hich reactivated his guilt, an attack of
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asthma or indigestion, xfMcli was in reality an anxiety at-

tack, would occur.

It v:as pointed out to the patient that he was the kind

of persons.lity which wa.s over conscientious and over scrupu-

lous and hence "burdened v/ith excessive guilt feelings, and

he was therefore bound to react as he had to his father's

death and his unfaithfulness to his x>.i.fe. He confessed that

he had labored under the feeling that he did not deserve to

be happy. After this conversation in which he was able to

ventilate his feelings thoroughly, he felt considerably less

disturbed and engaged in some of the ward activities; he be-

gan to Joke xTith the other patients and to initiate social

activities in the ward. It is true that he had days of re-

gression but by private and group psychotherapy he vfas given an

opportunity to relate the intimate details of his father's

death several times. This therapy combined with the assurance

which the social worker was able to give him, and the convic-

tion that he had taken on more responsibility thaji he should

have caused his anxiety to diminish and his asthmatic and diges-

tive s.ttacks becsjne less intense and occurred at longer intervals.

It is believed tha.t the patient has developed enoxigh Insight into

his problems to become a much happier and efficient person,

Summgjy :

A comparatively yoimg man developed asthma, nervous indiges-

tion and other psychosomatic complaints following his father's

accidental death for xirhlch he felt responsible. After much medi-

cal investigation and treatment, satisfactory recovery followed

psychotherapy.





CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

"In order to cure the body it is necessary
to have a knowledge of the vrhole thing. "

Hippocrates

The frequency with xirhlch Individuals suffering from an

emotional Illness have a disturbed parent-child relationship

would not appear to be coincidental. The child has often

exhibited toward the parent a surface attitude of respect or

affection, with a deeper feeling, usus.lly iinconscious, of

hostility and fear. TfJhen these two opposed urges are present

in a personality they are not compatible, and because the

hostility cannot be openly ercpressed it is often reflected

in the personality itself by various disturbances of mood

or bodily symptoms,

"Asthma patients, because of their aggressive drive fre-

quently have a strong tendency toward self-destruction. In

other words, if the personality problem were allowed to become

as evident as the physical, that is the asthmatic attack it-

self, the patient might become psychotic or commit suicide.

The psychic forces behind the asthma are extremely forceful

and if unleashed spontaneously or through unskillful manage-

ment they might be very hs.rmful to the personality, "^

In a number of the patients observed in the hospital

1. Edward V/eiss and 0. S. English, Psychosomatic Ifedicine ,

p. ^31.
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there was a true allergic basis for their asthma, but it is

also significant that most of them, complained of other somatic

complaints, heada^ches, gastro-lntestlnal pains, fatigue, sweat-

ing of the palms, back aches, palpitation of the heart, sjid

chest pressure. \"irhen these patients were given psychotherapy

or hypnotherapy the somatic complaints improved or became ab-

sent altogether and the asthmatic attacks became less fre-

quent, or were controlled completely.

As a rule, it was observed that asthma tended to occur

in tense, determined persons, or in those who ha.d some mani-

festations of neurosis. Emotional tone apparently played a

role in all cases.

In several cases it was foimd that the pa^tient would

have an attack when exposed to a situation which might es-

trange him from a parental figure, usually the mother. This

might occur in an actual life situation or might be por-

tra.yed in dreams. The asthmatic attack occurred at the

point where the defenses failed and the patient v:as suddenly

exposed to the conflict between a,n actual life situation and

the fear of losing the mother's love. During the course of

treatment these emotions would become transferred to the

therapist, and the fear of losing his good will took the place

of losing the mother's love. Many times the patient's mind

became blocked Just at the point where the unconscious material

xvas leading up to a confession, which represented an attempt

at reconciliation with the mother figure. They would be
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afraid to confess and vroijld develop an attack of asthma.

It X'fas also noted that there seemed to be come relation-

ship hetv/een asthma and crying or laiaghing. There was much

to suggest that the asthmatic atta.ck is really a sort of

equivalent of a cry of anxiety or ra^e which has been in-

hibited or repressed. In some of the cases it vias observed

that attacks of crying appeared as the asthmatic attacks

ceased, especiaJLly, as insight was developed into the cause

of the attack.

During psychological treatment it was noted that asthmatic

attacks tended to recur among the patients predominantly on

weekends or during the periods just preceding some separation

from the physician or therapist.

Effective treatment of psychosomatic complaints depends

upon a true sjialysis of the factors involved and adequate

treatment toward all the causes. Therapy in our hospital

was directed tov/ard bringing to light all the conflicts, and

getting the patient to view them objectively. The patient

was told that he must discuss his emotional ideas and wishes

in order to be helped. Life long tendencies e.nd desires were

not removed but the patient understood that he could become

more self disciplined and could learn to live less emotion-

ally. He vras able to start in the right direction, with the

tension which caused asthma removed.

Because of the shortage of beds in the hospital, ten of

the patients were discharged before they could be observed
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or tested for a period of time sufficient to assure one that

their complaints were more than temporarily controlled. Two

patients left against medics-l advice. Three were recommended

for hypnotherapy but were so resistive to it that it wa.s felt

It would be useless to insist upon this form of treatment be-

cause its success depends upon the cooperation of the patient.

Psychotherapy was used exclusively in the cases of these

patients, but two ar)parently did not benefit from it and

scoffed at the suggestion that the emotions could cause phy-

sical distress. Three of the patients have re-entered the

hospital sjid are nov; there. All three believe that their

difficulty is due to definite emotional stress in their en-

vironment which they have not yet been able to control or

change.

There is still much to be learned about the relation

between the mind and body and psychotherapy cannot and should

not strive to accomplish its aims unaided by medical inter-

vention. The psychotherapist should insist upon collabora-

tive medical aid and support. The fact that the body as a

whole is being treated must never be forgotten. Insistence

upon the exclusive importance of psychological factors alone

is not the solution and is a deterrent to intelligent manage-

ment of the problem. Psychotherapy is simply one of the many

tools which the physician has at his command.

The trend of psychosomatic techniques is toward the pre-

vention of disease and emotional conflicts. Already it is
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obvious tha.t early treatment by the methods now Icnov/n can

save a good many patients from becoming chronic invalids.

Better yet, it can save others from becoming emotional

cripples. It C9-n assist our citizens to live adequate and

useful lives with the minimum of conflict.

Some day there will be coiirses in high school devoted

to psychosomatic , studies and human relations, just as today

there are courses in biology and hygiene. Children will

learn to mind, them—that is, stay well. This is the chal-

lenge of preventive medicine and education today,

VJhen that time comes, the teachers will find that they

will have to mingle the new xfith the old. We will take the

concept of the sound mind in the sound body from the Romans,

But we must go back even further for some of the ways to

achieve it. It was Hippocrates who observed that the phy-

sician only applies the splint; nature heals the broken

bone. Since the mind and body are one and indivisible, the

same principle holds true in healing the breaks in human

emotional fabric.

Across the country many progressive cities have estab-

lished child-guidance centers and Instituted classes in

human relations in their schools. America's boys and girls

are her greatest treasvire. I'Thatever can be done to bring

every child to his highest social and professional level in

life 1^111 benefit demodracy. Unfortunately, we cannot erase

the breaks vrhich were made in the emotional fabric of the
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present generation of adults but we can provide better oppor-

tunities for our children. It is true that msjiy of our boys

and girls will struggle and blunder through to success age-inst

life's problems—but that will not be good enough in tomorrow*

s

•w^orld. Too many have come to failure through no faxilt of

their ovm.

We are Just tapping on the door leading to the era of

psychological medicine, emotional education, and re-education.

We must continue with the study of man as a human possessed

of loves and h5.tes, urges sjid pa.ssions vj-hich are capable of

disturbing his soul and body,

Unfortimately, our generation does not represent the

highest possible stage of human life or endeavor, from any

vieT»/point. Our children can surpass us in every achieve-

ment if we provide them right guids-nce and opportunities to

use fully their mental capacities and social zea.1. Every

gain in understanding ourselves and our fellovnnan spurs pro-

gress tox/ard a better ra.ce of men and women.
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